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WE COMMIT TO

 — Raise awareness of the climate and biodiversity emergencies and the urgent need for action among 
our clients, collaborators, and supply chains. Advocate for the rapid systemic changes required 
to address the climate and biodiversity crises, as well as the policies, funding priorities, and 
implementation frameworks that support these changes.

 — Act to address the disproportionate impact of these crises on disadvantaged communities and ensure that 
all mitigation and adaptation efforts address the needs of all people. Employ just labor practices, so that 
people of all backgrounds can participate in decision-making about the future of the designed environment.

 — Include life cycle costing, whole life carbon modeling, and post-occupancy evaluation as part of our 
basic scope of work, to reduce both embodied and operational resource use. Adopt regenerative 
design principles.

 — Upgrade existing buildings for extended use as a less carbon intensive alternative to demolition and new 
construction whenever there is a viable choice.

 — Advocate for detailed disclosure of material provenance and environmental impact by extractors, 
manufacturers, and distributors, to accelerate the shift to low-carbon, non-toxic, and ethically 
produced materials. Eliminate waste and support a rapid transition to circular economies.

 — Invest in research and technology development, guided by systems thinking, to further these goals, and 
share tools, data, and strategies on an open source basis.

 — Establish climate change mitigation, biodiversity protection, and positive social impact as the key measures 
of our sector’s success. Work to redirect the mentality of the building sector away from maximizing short-
term returns toward durable investment for the long term. Set clearly articulated climate mitigation goals 
for every project and communicate them to our clients. Change the structure of awards programs to make 
these criteria the basis for recognition in architecture.

DECLARATION
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Architects Declare is a network of architectural 
practices organizing together around the 
interlinked crises of climate breakdown, 
biodiversity loss, and societal inequity. Declare 
launched in the UK in May 2019 and in the US 
in April 2020 and now operates in twenty-seven 
(and counting) countries representing a collective 
of over 6500 firms and 100,000 individuals. 
Architects Declare invites firms to sign onto 
the Declaration and work collectively through 
sharing, collaborating, and advocating with the 
goal of changing the culture of architecture.

In April 2021, US Architects Declare’s first 
anniversary, the Steering Committee sent 
out a survey to all 384 signatory firms with 
an invitation to answer questions relating to 
their practices, the Declaration, and Declare 
as an organizing body. The following text is a 
summary of responses from representatives 
of 55 signatory firms, 11% of total firms. 
Responses to the survey were staggered, 
as 41 signatories responded by the initial 
deadline of June 1st and additional practices 
responded by June 17th. The survey provided 
valuable information on the demographics of 
the signatories, how they are acting on the 
Declaration principles, and how the organization 
can better support this work

On Signatories

US Architects Declare acknowledges the 
commitments signatories have made to 
the Declaration and appreciates those who 
responded to the survey.

On Virtual Organizing

US Architects Declare was founded during 
the COVID-19 pandemic as organizing moved 
into the virtual realm. All efforts have been 
virtual to date, with members working across 
the timezones and geographies of the US 
to address the interlinked crises of climate 
breakdown, social injustice, and biodiversity 
loss (Fig 1).

INTRODUCTION
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Fig 1. Location of US Architect Declare Signatories



Number of employees Percentage of Total 
Respondents

1 17.9%

2-9 58.9%

10-19 7.1%

20-49 7.1%

50-149 5.4%

150+ 3.6%

Total 100%
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Q: What is the size, in total employees, of 
your firm/organization?

The first section of the survey concerned 
the demographics of practices. Of the 
respondents, 87% were Partners, Principals, 
Directors, or Owners of their practices, while 
7% were Heads of Sustainability and 5% were 
Associates and Designers. This suggests that 
the survey was considered at the highest levels 
of responsibility, as well as by individuals who 
specialized in sustainable practices. 

Almost 77% of signatories had 1-9 
employees, closely reflecting the 
demographics in the AIA’s 2020 firm survey 
report, where 75% of almost 1000 of the 
surveyed firms employed between 1-9 people. 
Only 14% of the signatories who responded 
employed between 10-49 people and 9% had 
50-plus employees (Fig 2).1 This is similar to 
the responses to the AIA 2020 Firm Survey 
Report, where 9% of firms employed between 
10-40 people, while 6% employed 50-plus. It 
is important to distinguish the two intentions 
of the US Architects Declare’s survey and 
the AIA’s report. While the purpose of US 
Architects Declare’s survey was to develop a 
better understanding of how to best support 
signatories in addressing the crises, the AIA’s 
report pointed out national patterns such as 
diversification, increased retrofitting design, 
and the enormous impact of larger firms upon 
the profession. Drawing from both, US

1. Firm Survey Report 2020, Washington, DC: The American 
Institute of Architects, 2020.

Fig 2. US Architects Declare Signatories Firm Size

Architects Declare is mindful that although 
larger firms are in the minority in the United 
States, they often have greater representation 
and influence because of their large project 
size and number of employees. Small firms 
too must be supported.

OVERVIEW + DEMOGRAPHICS
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Q: How well aligned to the principles of 
US Architects Declare do you feel your 
organization was at the time of becoming 
a signatory? How compelled to make 
major changes in your organization’s 
approach to projects have you been 
since signing the Declaration?

Of the signatories surveyed, a majority of 71% 
believed that their practice was ‘very well aligned’ 
with the principles of Declare, while 25% felt 
‘moderately aligned,’ and a little less than 4% 
were ‘not very aligned, but want to be’ (Fig 3). 

Since signing onto Declare, almost 64% of 
signatories stated that they felt ‘very compelled’ 
to change their approaches to projects, almost 
31 % felt ‘moderately compelled,’ and almost 
6% were ‘not compelled’ (Fig 4). 

A breakdown of each category reveals that 
of the 39 firms who felt very aligned with the 
Declaration, 62% still felt very compelled to 
make major changes in their approaches to 
projects since becoming a signatory. Of the 
respondents, 33% felt moderately compelled, 
and 5% did not feel compelled to change (Fig 5). 

Of the 13 practices who felt moderately aligned, 
62% felt very compelled to make changes 
in their projects, while 38% felt moderately 
compelled, and 8% felt uncompelled. Finally, 
only two firms felt unaligned to the principles 
US Architects Declare at the time of signing, 
but both firms felt very compelled to change the 
way they practice since signing.

It is especially interesting to compare the 
breakdowns of the firms who felt very well 
aligned and those who felt moderately aligned, 
as 62% of both groups felt very compelled to 
change their practice. The latter group has a 
slightly higher percentage of practices who 
feel moderately compelled to change and not 
compelled to change. Most signatory firms 
are looking for ways to meet the Declaration, 
regardless of how aligned they already are.

IMPACT OF THE DECLARATION
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63.6% felt very compelled
30.9% felt moderately compelled

5.5% felt not compelled

25% felt moderately aligned

30.9% felt moderately compelled

71.4% felt very aligned

Top: Fig 3. How well aligned to the principles of US Architects Declare do you feel your organization was at the time of becoming a signatory?
Bottom: Fig 4. How compelled to make major changes in your organization’s approach to projects have you been since signing the Declaration?
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Fig 5. Subcategory Breakdown of Fig 4.
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Q: What steps have you taken to support 
your Declaration?

Practices were able to select more than one 
option when asked if they have taken steps to 
support their Declaration: ‘Statement - written a 
statements of intent for your practice,’ ‘Project - 
actively engaged these principles on a project,’ 
‘Practice model - changed how you work,’ and 
‘Training - taken classes or otherwise educated 
yourself or employees about these issues.’ 

Out of 53 responses for this question, 30 firms, 
or 56% of the respondents, chose only one 
step, making this subcategory the majority. 
30% of respondents selected ‘project: actively 
engaged these principles on a project’ only, 
almost 8% selected ‘statement: written 
statements of intent for your practice’ only, 
13% chose ‘training: taken classes or otherwise 
educated yourself or your employees about 
these issues,’ and a little under 6% picked 
‘practice model: changed how you work’ only 
(Fig 6). A total of nine practices, or 16% of total 
respondents chose two steps. Almost 2% of 
practices selected project and statement, 9% 
selected project and training, and 3% chose 
project and practice. Only one firm chose 
training and practice, accounting for less than 
2% of the total respondents.

Many respondents chose three or more steps, 
making a total of 14 firms, or 26%. 7% of firms 
had taken project, statement, and training 
steps to support their Declarations, while 3% 

chose project, statement, and practice. 3% 
chose project, training, and practice, and 3% 
chose statement, practice, and training. 7% 
of practices chose all of the above: practice, 
training, project, and statement steps. 

A majority of respondents selected only single 
options, or single steps they have taken to 
integrate the Declaration into their own practices. 
More practices chose three or more steps (26%) 
than those who chose two (16%), altogether 
making 23, or 43% of firms who have taken 
multiple steps in supporting the Declaration. 
Respondents are taking a combination of steps 
to support the Declaration within their practices.
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Fig 6. What steps have you taken to support your Declaration?
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Q: If you have taken steps, what drove 
you to do so?

When asked the motivation behind taking 
steps to support the Declaration, practices 
were also able to select more than one option: 
‘crisis: this is an emergency and we need to 
be acting now,’ ‘education: the opportunity 
to improve design solutions in your work,’ 
‘business strategy: the opportunity to showcase 
awareness of Declaration principles,’ and ‘time: 
the opportunity to reflect on the stance of your 
practice relative to the Declaration principles.’ Of 
53 total responses, 41% chose only crisis, 15% 
chose only education, 5% chose only business 
strategy, and 1% (one practice) chose only time 
as a motivation for supporting US Architects 
Declare (Fig 7). This marks a total of 34 practices 
who chose single-option answers, making this 
subcategory of responses the majority, or 64%.

For practices who chose two-option responses, 
8% chose crisis and education, 1% crisis and 
business, 3% education and business, and 
1% business and time. A significantly smaller 
portion of respondents selected two responses 
than single-choice answers, accounting for only 
nine out of the 53 responses, or almost 17%.

Practices that chose three or more options fell 
in the following: 2% chose crisis, time, and 
education, 7% selected crisis, business, and 
time, 3% chose crisis, education, and business, 
and one firm (1%) chose crisis, business, and 
time. Only one firm chose all four options. 

This subcategory accounts for 18% of total 
responses, or a total of 10 firms.

Similar to how practices responded to 
supporting the Declaration, a majority of 
practices elected single-choice answers when 
asked their reasons for doing so. While many 
firms believed in a combination of reasons for 
supporting US Architects Declare, this does 
not indicate that practices who chose single 
answers did not have multiple reasons for 
incorporating the Declaration into their own 
practices. Perhaps signatories who chose one 
answer believed it to be the most compelling, 
among others. It is an emergency, after all.
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41.5% Crisis
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3.8% Crisis, Education, + Business
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Fig 7. If you have taken steps, what drove you to do so?
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Q: What are you willing to Declare 
moving forward?

Practices offered a variety of text-based 
responses in key areas such as biodiversity 
protection and monitoring and reducing 
carbon emissions when asked about their 
own Declarations:

“I am willing to realign our firm to focus more 
aggressively on regenerative design. A mind 
shift beyond sustainability to regenerative 
design is imperative. We have completed 
several LEED projects and two Living Building 
Challenge projects...Our hope is that with more 
experience by us and the profession and the 
kind of work and support Architects Declare 
is doing, the difficulty and expense [of LBC 
projects] will moderate and these practices will 
become the norm.”

“We work to make existing buildings less carbon 
intensive and new home Net Zero Energy...[we] 
also seek to protect our watersheds for drinking 
water and native plants...[we specify] natives 
species- so that once plants are established, 
clients can cease irrigating.”

“We helped conceive and develop the SE 
2050 Challenge, which states, “All structural 
engineers shall understand, reduce and 
ultimately eliminate embodied carbon in their 
projects by 2050.” We strongly uphold our 
responsibility – as defined by the engineering 
code of ethics for the safety, health and welfare 
of the public – to help reduce embodied carbon 
in the built environment.”
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Q: Do you feel that US Architects Declare 
is providing support to your firm?

When asked if practices felt that US Architects 
Declare was supporting their firm, respondents 
were able to select ‘yes,’ ‘no,’ or submit their own 
text-based response. Of the responses, 40% 
selected ‘no,’ and 27% selected ‘yes’ (Fig 8). 

While 11% of firms wrote in a text-based 
response that they were unclear of any support, 
5% of firms wrote that they felt the relationship 
between signatories and US Architects Declare 
was symbiotic, interconnected, or at least 
complimentary. Another 11% of respondents 
wrote that they did not feel supported by US 
Architects Declare, and that it would help to 
have more resources and communications 
moving forward.

“It is a complimentary resource to other initiatives 
out there (Building Green’s SDL Group, CBE, etc).”

COMMENTS ON DECLARE
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Fig 8. Do you feel that US Architects Declare is providing support to your firm?
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Q: What is the most important thing for US 
Architects Declare to do going forward? 
Information sharing, advocacy, solidarity, 
other? What is the most important thing for 
this organization to do to advance these 
causes through our work?

Fifty firms provided feedback for how US 
Architects Declare could better support their 
practices moving forward, as well as the most 
important thing for the organization to do going 
forward (solidarity, advocacy, and information 
sharing). Advocacy was the most chosen 
option, with 16 firms writing that there needs 
to be advocacy on some legislative/policy 
level, whether it be state or federal. Some firms 
supported advocacy on changing LEED or 
(coordinating with) AIA, while others believed 
in advocacy on the educational level, and for 
underserved communities.

 The second most common response was 
information sharing: at the level of education, 
between architects themselves, as well as 
between architects and their clients. The third 
most common response was advocating for 
solidarity within the architectural profession—
standing behind one Declaration. A small 
number of firms recommended that US AD hold 
its signatories accountable to a metrics system. 

“Advocacy for individuals who are underserved. 
BIPOC community and architects still need a lot 
of systematic support, and this would also help 
the larger discussions of how climate change 
affects different races, gender, and class.”

“Grow, expand the conversation and support 
firms with resources.”

“Resources to help educate clients and help 
them make informed decisions.”

“Advocacy with solidarity to exert pressure 
across the industry toward positive change.”

“Communicate - change mindsets and speak 
loudly. Outreach - get the word out , especially 
to the mainstream architect. Resources - 
Provide playbook and metrics (staged goals 
firms can attain to).”
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Q: How can US Architects Declare Support 
this work?

As for how US Architects Declare can support the 
respondents’ suggestions, a majority of practices 
advocated for the need to information broadcast: 
social media, marketing, educational resources, 
case studies, tool kits, a playbook for firms, and a 
database of projects/case studies, while a small 
number brought up again the need a metric for 
which projects align with the Declaration and 
which do not. One firm suggested organizing US 
Architects Declare on a city-by-city basis. 

“Perhaps US AD could become a clearing house 
for information and advocacy resources on 
best practices (ie. build a good website for this 
purpose). A place for firms to share ideas and 
for helpful discussion would be good.”

“Grow, expand the conversation and support 
firms with resources.”

“I think information, tool, playbook sharing would 
be the best and most useful thing to put into 
action for my team and architects in general. 
More broadly, public education and public 
awareness of the role of architecture as it relates 
to these issues would be have a huge impact.”

“Advocacy and legislative lobbying; I think it 
is imperative that building codes get radically 
updated to compel clients to support the 
mission. Too often, the additional cost for 
sustainable systems and applications are cut 
out of a project since they are not required by 
law (or at least not to the extent that they should 
to make a difference).”

“A robust communications campaign to 
make the general public understand how we 
are adapting to do better for the planet and 
communities would create more opportunities 
for architects to engage and do good work.”

“Build city specific working groups, we would 
love to help organize some in Chicago.”
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Understanding and acting on the responses 
from this survey is critical to how US Architects 
Declare moves forward as an organization. 
Key responses include firm size, practices’ 
reasons for signing onto US Architects Declare, 
willingness of practices to change in order to 
meet the Declaration principles, and where firms 
are taking action. The survey also highlights 
that most Signatories do not feel that Declare is 
supporting their Declaration and needs to take 
action and share tools/resources.

Considering that around three-quarters of 
firms in the United States have between one 
to nine employees, which is also reflected in 
the demographics of the survey (Fig 1), US 
Architects Declare need to work on developing 
strategies that tailor to smaller firms AND 
projects to combat this interlinked emergency. 
As one signatory pointed out in their survey 
response, “We need strategies for all-sized 
projects to meet this crisis.” 

Only two firms responded that they did not 
feel aligned at the time of signing, but both felt 
‘very compelled’ to change (Fig 5). Furthermore, 
the proportion of firms who felt ‘moderately 
aligned’ and ‘very aligned’ to the principles 
of US Architects Declare who then feel ‘very 
compelled’ are the same. These results indicate 
an overall positive impact of the Declaration on 
encouraging practices to alter their approach to 
address the interlinked crises. US Architects will 
continue to support signatories upholding the 
Declaration principles through their practices.

While firms are already taking steps with their 
own practices, projects, and clients, responses 
indicate that the majority of firms believe that US 
Architects Declare is best positioned to organize 
at the national level (through advocacy). 

While a plurality of firms found ‘crisis’ to be 
the most compelling reason for taking steps 
to support their Declaration (Fig 7), ‘projects’ 
are where practices are taking most action, 
rather than at a structural level (Fig 6). This 
indicates that firms believe the greatest need 
for change is at a much larger scale (advocacy, 
information sharing, solidarity)—at the scale that 
the crisis demands—but many have enacted 
the Declaration at the smaller scale of the 
project. US Architects Declare can provide tools 
for (smaller) projects, as well as a space for 
collaboration and advocacy.

FUTURE OF DECLARE




